
Withholding Criteria

* SECY-04-0191
- Provides Background & General Approach
- Details provided in Attachment 1 regarding

criteria for deciding on release/withholding of
power reactor related information

- Most Information continues to be released

SECY-04-191

* Examples of released information
- General Information (e.g., no, plant specific

information)
- Plant information such as location, general

design information
-Traditional licensing basis information (without

detailed layouts)
- Risk Information (unless providing new or

temporary plant weaknesses)
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SECY-04-1 91

Examples of withholding information
- Detailed layout drawings
- Real-time vulnerabilities, plant configurations

- Security/Threat Related (ROP, training, etc.)

- Documents designated sensitive by other
federal agencies (DOT, FERC, EPA)
* Pipelines
* Electrical transmission system
* Hydro-electric dams

Examples - Release
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Examples - Release

* Most Design/Licensing Basis Information
- FSAR schematics
- FSAR analyses

* Most Risk-informed documents (w/ caution)
- IPE
- Risk-informed licensing decisions
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Examples - Withhold
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Recent Issues

* Additional information identified related to
materials licensees

* Commission decided to bring down
ADAMS public library (PARS)

* Documents easily identified as being
NRR/reactor related restored (i.e., files
with a Part 50 docket number in profile)

* Efforts underway to restore documents
without a docket number in profile

Interaction with NRC
* Regulatory basis for withholding information is

10 CFR 2.390(d)

* Used in the past by some licensees for
documents related to security but not safeguards
information

* Similar to proprietary information in terms of
redactions and markings
- 'Withhold from public disclosure under 10 CFR 2.390"

* Does not require affidavit
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Internal Controls

* Issues raised about control of information
by licensees
- Internal Controls
- Control by vendors, contractors, and other

3rd parties
* Need to assess existing controls

Moving Forward

* NRC to issue RIS
* NRC to create page on Web site
* Topic likely to be discussed at upcoming

workshops regarding designation
guidance for safeguards information

* Need to integrate into routine processes
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